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Make A Paper Bag Kite
Easy-to-follow illustrated instructions show how to create more than 50 awesome, airborne
objects — everything from simple bag kites to Vietnamese, Snake, Dutch, Dragon, Bullet, Delta,
and Flowform flyers.
Covers topics in planning and hosting children's birthday parties, including invitations, food,
games, and handling minor disasters.
More than 100 classroom activities to help children learn about and care for the earth Educate
young children about the environment through experience and play. These activities
encourage children to develop a sense of wonder, curiosity, and joy for nature. Each chapter
focuses on a common and important environmental topic—from waste reduction and recycling
to air quality, weather and climate change, and energy reduction—and provides information to
help you present these topics to children in developmentally appropriate ways. Early Childhood
Activities for a Greener Earth will help you excite children, engage families, and encourage
your community to be green. Early Childhood Activities for a Greener Earth is a 2014
Teachers’ Choice Award for the Classroom winner!
This series is a teacher's dream--create unique toys and props using everyday, inexpensive
materials.
Target the fertile areas of development for toddlers and twos with these easy-to-implement
activities. Each of the 100 daily topics is divided into activities and experiences that support
language enrichment, cognitive development, social-emotional development and physical
development. 50 illustrations.
The 7 Steps to Help Boys Love School is an easy to follow, humorous book with practical,
researched strategies for ensuring boys success in school, home, and in their future pursuits.
This book is built upon the 7 Es of Excellent Education with step-by-step exciting lessons for
both struggling and bright boys.

This fact- and fun-filled book includes hundreds of simple, kid-tested science
experiments. All of which can be done with items from around the house, and
require little to no supervision! Whether you're making your own slime, rockets,
crystals, and hovercrafts or performing magic (science!) tricks and using science
to become a secret agent, this book has something for every type of curious kid.
Each experiment features safety precautions, materials needed, step-by-step
instructions with illustrations, fun facts, and further explorations. With this book,
you will: - Create a drinkable rainbow - Make a bowling bowl float - Capture a
cloud - Build furniture out of newspapers - Blow bouncing bubbles that don’t
burst - Plus 360 other weird and wonderful experiments. At once engaging,
encouraging, and inspiring, 365 Weird & Wonderful Science Experiments is every
budding scientists go-to, hands-on guide for learning the fundamentals of science
and exploring the fascinating world around them.
Presents over one hundred crafts with easy-to-follow instructions to create for
each season of the year.
Shows parents how they can help their children learn--and have a blast--while
traveling, offering practical information for parents who want to have more fun
with their kids, build closer family ties, and enjoy richer educational
experiences--all without spending a fortune.Original.
Encourages children to experiment with art techniques and styles, discussing
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painting, collage and paper, drawing, craft and construction, and clay and dough
projects.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin
USA
With the activities in Preschool Art, Foundation Stage children will be able to
explore, discover and create using innovative, open-ended ideas. There are no
adult-made samples to copy. The book contains over 200 activities ranging from
drawing, painting and sculpture to craft, collage and construction.
All societies have their own myths and legends, but they're much more than just stories.
Myths and legends tell us about a people’s history, science, and cultural values—the
things they knew, the things they believed, and the things they felt were important.
World Myths and Legends retells tales from the Middle East, Europe, Africa, Asia,
Australia, and the Americas. From the Greek myths to ancient epics like Gilgamesh and
the trickster tales of Anansi the Spider, it helps readers think about why the same
themes, characters, and events may show up in different parts of the globe. Along the
way kids will also find lots of fun and interesting projects that let them experience the
stories first-hand. World Myths and Legends unveils wonders of the ancient world as it
takes readers on a fascinating adventure of mystery and imagination.
Everything for SpringA Complete Activity Book for Teachers of Young Children :
Activities for March, April, and MayGryphon House, Inc.
Includes a bibliography of titles related to children's craft activities, especially
international and holiday crafts, each providing project ideas using common household
items.
Over the past generation, kiteflying has evolved beyond a childhood rite of passage into
a mainstream adult activity. The kite's popularity skyrocketed at a time when kite
makers adopted modern synthetic materials developed for other industries. A new
breed of sport kites appeared and kite artists emerged, dazzling onlookers with threedimensional aerial sculptures. Inventors perfected new designs and accessories while
entrepreneurs created a multimillion-dollar kiting industry. Yet, the kitefliers themselves
have remained largely anonymous. Drawing on the World Kite Museum's audio
archives, this book brings together firsthand stories from the community of devoted
enthusiasts who pull the strings.
With more than 80 fun experiments, SUPER Science Experiments: Build It is the
ultimate lab book for kids who want to build cool stuff! This fact- and fun-filled book
includes tons of simple, kid-tested science experiments, many of which can be done
with items from around the house, and require little to no supervision! That’s right—no
adult help needed. That means no grown-ups doing all the fun stuff while you watch.
You can do lots of messy, cool, mind-blowing experiments all by yourself! All the
supplies you need are probably already in your home. No fancy gadgets or doohickeys
needed! Whether you want to build your own catapult, lava lamp, rocket, or even a light
bulb, this book has something for everyone. Each experiment features safety
precautions, materials needed, step-by-step instructions with illustrations, fun facts, and
further explorations. With SUPER Science Experiments: Build It, kid scientists like you
can: Make a chair with newspapers Erupt a ketchup volcano Send a rocket into the air
with the stomp of your foot See which direction you’re facing with a homemade
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compass Race little cars made from toilet paper tubes Build an electromagnetic motor
And complete many other SUPER science experiments! At once engaging,
encouraging, and inspiring, the SUPER Science Experiments series provides budding
scientists with go-to, hands-on guides for learning the fundamentals of science and
exploring the fascinating world around them. Also in this series, check out: Cool
Creations, At Home, and Outdoor Fun. There’s no better boredom-buster than a
science experiment. You will learn something and astound and amaze your friends and
family. So, what are you waiting for? Get experimenting!
Step away from your tablet and take a screen break! With 365 projects, crafts, games,
and experiments, there's off-screen fun for every single day of the year. With
straightforward step-by-step instructions and colorful illustrations, these entertaining,
budget-friendly projects will keep kids learning all day long. MAKE slime, marble paint,
pinatas, and papier-mache GROW strawberries, bottle gardens, and herb pots BAKE
cake pops, twist pizzas, and muffins in a mug EXPERIMENT with vinegar rockets, lava
lamps, and parachutes INVENT secret messages, spooky stories, and board games
PLAY jump rope, balloon volley, ball games, and eye-spy RECYCLE trash into treasure
and T-shirts into bags PERFORM magic tricks, shadow plays, and puppet shows.
An index to multicultural learning projects for kindergarten through eighth grade
classrooms which appear in over 1,700 books, including handicrafts, foods, games, and
activities; arranged alphabetically by subject, with cross-references and co mplete
bibliographic information.
For toddlers, every storytime can be a new adventure, while art activities are important
for developing impulse control, hand-eye coordination, and fine motor dexterity in the
hands. Hopkins’ new book fuses them together. Designed for children ages 1 to 3
years old, the book’s 52 storytimes promote pre-reading skills such as print motivation,
vocabulary, and narrative skills. Based on themes familiar to children, including bears,
bugs, springtime,clothing and hats, flowers and gardens, weather, music, pets,
transportation, pirates, and many more, each storytime includes a list of books, action
songs or rhymes along with their words, a flannelboard experience, plus instruction for
two to three art activities. This complete toddler storytime resource also includes An
introduction which discusses the differences between art activities and craft activities, a
toddler’s ability in creating art, and why children this age should be exposed to art
activities Advice for using different art mediums, such as food, plus important safety
considerations Pointers on conducting playful yet educational storytimes Tips for finding
inexpensive art materials, with a list of recommended supplies to keep on hand More
than 100 drawings, all easy to reproduce and modify Weblinks to “Artsy Helper
Sheets,” downloadable supplements complete with phrases, tips, and tricks that inform
parents and caregivers about the benefits of doing art activities with toddlers Pick up
Hopkins' book and you'll be ready to conduct a storytime within moments!
These seasonal Make-and-Do Activities require little preparation, simple and easily
available materials, and minimal adult guidance.
On a windy spring day, Bear sniffs the air. Could it be. . . Kite day? Rushing home he
tells Mole, and the two fast friends get to work building a kite of their own. They study,
and collect, and measure, and construct—and soon, their kite is flying high above the
meadow. But when a storm rumbles in—SNAP!—the kite string breaks, and all their hard
work soars away. Chasing after it, Mole and Bear discover all is not lost—wedged in the
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branches of a tree, their kite protects a nest of baby birds from the pouring rain. Will
Hillenbrand's Bear and Mole series is the perfect choice for storytime sharing or reading
aloud. Strong verbs, repetitive phrases, and fun-to-read sounds keep young listeners
and readers engaged with the story, while the gentle illustrations add detail and quiet
humor. Kids will delight in poring over these books again and again. Don't miss the
other Bear and Mole titles, including All For a Dime, Spring is Here, and First Star!
It had been a great day. Perhaps the Best Day… A seaside village many years ago. A
boy makes a new friend who says he has always wanted to come to the seashore. This
is his last wish, to see where the world ends and the blue begins—because he is dying.
“Then we should do something fun today,” the younger boy announces. Fun! With all
the doctors and hospitals, there’s been little time for fun. But what should they do?
Flying a kite is great fun on a windy day. But first they must make their kite. And they’ll
need supplies. And the money to buy them. And they will have to get around all the
grown-ups who might stand in their way. And so this never-to-be-forgotten day begins.
This is a story of friendship. Of first loss. And of seizing the day.
"The whole world is a laboratory, and with 80+ safe and fun experiments and activities,
this is the ultimate lab book for kids."-Brighten spring classrooms with activities for everyday of March, April, and May.
Whether its bug hunting in a city courtyard, counting stars, planting a neat little window
box or building a cool woodland hideout, this brilliantly innovative activity book will open
childrens eyes to an awesome outdoor playground. Packed with exciting stuff to do,
make and discover, the activities are arranged in themed sections, from the garden, the
woods, and the shore, through to rainy days, sunny days and night-time. This book is
guaranteed to turn any stay-at-home kid (and their family) into an enthusiastic and
accomplished outdoor adventurer!
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